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essarily a monolithic one of a passive spectator suspending disbelief is outdated. The projects clustered under Cinema_Tech stretch and redefine the
notion of the potential cinema, and cinematic perception, might hold.

iCinema Film Projects
iCinema is an interactive projection system designed by Jeffrey Shaw and the
ZKM specially as a vision of the possible future of film. The iCinema films are
projected on the inside of The Dome, a nine-meter-high inflatable hemisphere.

Perm
Ulf Langheinrich
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[Art Projects by Ulf Langheinrich, Jean-Michel
Bruyère, Beat Brogle and Philippe Zimmermann, Marnix de Nijs, Philip Pocock and
Gregor Stehle and Onesandzeros and Axel
Heide]
Almost 110 years after the Lumière brothers showed their first films to a live
audience, cinema remains – on a global scale – one of our favorite simulacra.
From (B/H)ollywood to the avant-garde, the moving image has captured our
imagination and has never ceased to surprise and excite our imagination and
inquisitive eye. Yet developments in audiovisual technology and in soft- and
hardware applications have significantly changed our filmic experience.
Though it is still highly pleasurable, we are no longer confined to directing
our cinematic gaze solely to the big silver screen, sitting mesmerized in our
seats. We can view films – and the definition of the word is highly fluid – on
our PDAs, mobile phones, laptops and so on; we can change the cinematic
interface from macro to micro. As cinematic conventions concerning temporality, space, linearity and narrativity are continuously being distorted, so
is our viewing ontology. We can take on far more participatory, interactive
and directive roles: the idea that our relation to the screened material is nec-

The Permian Period ended with enormous lava flows which destroyed life on
earth and returned matter to its primeval form. Earth’s ecological system differentiated itself from countless smaller systems with new structures. PERM,
an abstract interactive film, harks back to this dramatic period. A flowing
stream of images is projected on the inside of a dome-shaped planetarium.
A single glance in the darkness of The Dome reveals a slice of PERM’s flowing primeval soup.

ULF LANGHEINRICH
• Perm •
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Si Poteris narrare
Jean-Michel Bruyère
“What one cannot discuss, one should remain silent about.” Wittgenstein
would have expressed himself thus had he been present as the beautiful
goddess Diana was startled by the young hunter Akteon observing her. Yet
if one follows Ovid’s Metamorphosis, the words he spoke were: “Si poteris
narrare, licet” (“if you can narrate, you are free to do as you please”). As a
result, Diana turned the young hunter into a stag and left him prey to his
own personal pack of fifty impeccably trained hound dogs. Unable to speak,
to explain what had happened or even so much as identify himself, Akteon
was ripped into innumerable shreds by his own dogs and swallowed up in a
frenzy.
Divine cynicism? The end of the story? Or the death of the author? The myth
explains the world. It reflects the impossibility of that which may be read
into the naked flesh of the divine, tells of the supposition the human spirit
has in its need to dig to the very core of the world in its entirety, and in
grandiose metaphorical ways points to the constraints of human language
– in the end, to the atomic minimalization of the worldview.
In the fully immersive environment of the EVE (extended virtual environment) dome, Bruyère opens up views of massive mythological panoramas on
three levels, with a virtual 360º projection made up of prerecorded scenes,
3D animations and digitally manipulated images. Precisely where the visitor’s view is directed, a three-by-four-meter fragment of the complete
image emerges. Through the use of an integrated head tracking system, the
visitor’s head movements are synchronized with those of a projector
attached to the end of a robot arm. This accordingly displaces the projected image fragment across the dome’s inner surface.

JEAN-MICHEL BRUYÈRE
• Si Poteris narrare •

In a physical position similar to that inherent in the viewing of monumental ceiling paintings, step by step the visitor becomes aware of the entire
360º projection. Excerpt by excerpt, the visitor is confronted by the piecemeal nature of perception. As if with regard to the obvious difficulty of
reassembling Akteon’s stag-transformed body after extracting it from
numerous dogs’ intestines, Bruyère declines from the very beginning the
usual logic of the narrative, and thus of the narrative altogether.
The bloody scenes of classical mythology seem predestined to be realized
using advanced digital film technology. Yet particularly with the abandonment of linearity and narrative structure – as is required by the EVE dome
technology – through this very fragmentation Bruyère creates insight and
understanding into the essence of the mythological material, which in itself
thematizes the inadequacy of the narrative.
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Onewordmovie

Run Motherfucker Run

Beat Brogle and Phillippe Zimmermann

Marnix de Nijs

For Onewordmovie Brogle and Zimmermann have designed a search engine
that lets users call up images on the Internet by inputting search terms. The
images are converted into a short film which is played in real time. The film
lasts until all the visual material is used up. Onewordmovie investigates how
image and language refer to each other, and what kind of dialogue is possible between the two. It searches for a symbiosis of cinematic language and
online applications. Onewordmovie has been executed in the last few years
in various ways: as an installation with multiple users and screens; as a big
screen in a public space, with images called up through text messages; and
in the web version presented at DEAF04.

Run Motherfucker Run is a trip through nocturnal Rotterdam in installation
form. The visitor’s running rhythm determines the speed of the treadmill,
and this drives up the speed of the pictures. After every film fragment, one
can choose between two short films by turning left or right. In Run
Motherfucker Run one is seized by an oppressive feeling. Running through
the deserted nocturnal panoramas, one has the feeling one is being chased.
While one thinks one has a certain control over one’s running speed and the
selection of the images, one ultimately realizes that one is being controlled
by the machine.
Through an opening in the projection screen, a laser scanner determines the
runner’s position relative to the screen. When the runner changes position,
the speed of the treadmill and the pictures is adapted. For example, if one
runs faster, one moves further forward, and this is immediately registered by
the computer. A signal is then sent to the treadmill to go faster, and to the
pictures to move in faster succession. The sensor can also distinguish
whether someone is walking to the left or right within the field of the
treadmill. There are two beamers that project a life-sized picture in which
the user is incorporated into the stream of images of streets, metro stations,
roadways and railway tracks.
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BEAT BROGLE and PHILIPPE
ZIMMERMANN
• onewordmovie •

MARNIX DE NIJS
• Run Motherfucker Run •
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Marnix de Nijs demands the audience get involved in his art. Passively
standing to the side is not an option in his interactive installations. In
particular, he seeks to examine the power relations between humans and
machines. De Nijs says, “I’m only offering the steering and the control to the
audience to make them more involved, to let them ultimately find out that
there is nothing else possible except what the machine dictates, thus
actually what I want.” The loss of control is something which is experienced
as threatening. A feeling of fear is involved in many of De Nijs’s installations,
increasing the feeling in viewers that they have lost control of the situation.

Unmovie
Axel Heide, onesandzeros, Philip Pocock, Gregor Stehle
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Imagine a so-called “future cinema” without bloated virtualities, fractured
notions of narrative, or feeble concepts of “softness” in which random and
mostly ephemeral data emerge from incomprehensible, meaningless, or
vacuous criteria – a cinema that doesn’t replicate special effects to mediate
empty realities. Imagine a “future cinema” that doesn’t call on apparatus
theories to legitimate continuity with a history largely misunderstood by the
“moguls” of new media – especially in their baffling attempt to constitute
their work as a radical aspect of the history of cinema (which, not
incidentally, it is not) – or to formulate a digital (and hence “new”) cinema
represented as an “immaculate reality” (as George Lucas proposed). “New
media” artists desperately attempt to found their origins in cinema, and
filmmakers equally desperately attempt to abandon “dirty” (also Lucas’ term)
film to enter the digital clean room of uncorrupted virtualities that only
serve as substitutes for “new media’s” failure to conceptualize information
as far deeper than a faux database for the reconstitution of the lapsed
cinematic gaze.
Rather than attempting to situate the discourse of media within
evolutionary models, Unmovie (and its group of collaborators) abandons the
surface in favor of the situation, abandons the narrative in favor of the
event, abandons immersion in favor of the atmosphere. Unmovie joins the
“time image” of Deleuze’s cinema “theory” with the use of the net. Deleuze’s

MARNIX DE NIJS
• Run Motherfucker Run •

grasp of twentieth-century cinema conceptualizes the “movement image”
and anticipates the “time image” as a dramatic transformation. “This is the
stage,” he writes, “where art no longer beautifies or spiritualizes Nature but
competes with it: the world is lost, the world itself ‘turns to film’… One
might also say that bodies in Nature or people in a landscape are replaced
by brains in a city: the screen’s no longer a window or door (behind which
… ) nor a frame or surface (in which ... ) but a computer screen on which
images as ‘data’ slip around. How, though, can we still talk of art, if the
world itself is turning cinematic, becoming ‘just an act’ directly controlled
and immediately processed by a television that excludes any supplementary
function? Cinema ought to stop ‘being cinematic,’ stop playacting, and set
up specific relationships with video, with electronic and digital images …”
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Mixing “casts” in a cinema of abandon, Unmovie is part situationist and part
conceptual, part emergent association and part autonomous agent. Linking
databases with semiotic potentials, Unmovie, on the one hand, reveals a
“cinema” no longer reliant on linear flickering arrays of arbitrary links, and,
on the other hand, is an ambitious attempt to compile a “cinema” of
probabilities in which contingency replaces constancy, in which “stage” and
“stream” rupture determinism in favor of a theatre of indeterminacy,
accident, autopoesis, a “cinema” in which flows replace states, events
replace images, anticipation replaces familiarity. Finally, Unmovie outdoes
and outwits the pathetic drive to transparently assimilate, accommodate,
and ultimately to substitute new media for old in an endless spiral of causal
influence that still has not settled on the useless notion that “one thing
leads to another.”

AXEL HEIDE,
ONESANDZEROS,
PHILIP POCOCK,
GREGOR STEHLE
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